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At Lindab we are driven by a strong desire to continuously 

generate improvements and to simplify construction. We do 

that by developing products and systems that are easy to use 

and energy efficient, together with industry-leading knowl-

edge, support, logistics and efficient availability. 

We want to simplify everything – from designing, ordering, 

delivery, goal achievement and installation to the entire way 

of doing business with us. By simplifying in every stage of the 

construction process, we also contribute to energy-efficiency.

A good thinking company

Good thinking is a deeply rooted philosophy that guides us 

in everything we do. We firmly believe that good thinking 

makes good solutions to the challenges we all face. Taking 

responsibility for what we do and how we do things is there-

fore important to us. Because good thinking is not only about 

making life easier and more comfortable for our customers 

and end users. It is also a matter of thinking in a global per-

spective, all the time. Knowing that we at Lindab are helping 

to make the world a better place.

We simplify construction

Join the fan club!

Life is all about choices. Information overload and too many 

choices don’t help us make the best decision. We would often 

prefer someone we trust, helping us find the best option. 

At Lindab we love to simplify daily life for our customers, 

so bringing neatness and order to our vast fan assortment 

seemed natural.

 Fans are important parts of ventilation solutions and it is 

obvious that we must provide the expertise, guiding our 

customers to the best solution for each situation.  By putting 

together a central fan assortment, working closer with fewer 

strategic partners, we also improve our technical expertise, 

guarantees and delivery accuracy for the benefit of our cus-

tomers. So here it is– the Lindab Fan assortment!
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Product overview

ATEX Rated fans
Function: Fans designed and certified 

to perform at within a risk zone for the 

safe removal of potentially dangerous 

gases

Use: Typically used in industrial appli-

cations

Installation: Depending on the need or certification require-

ments, these fans can be mounted within a specified risk zone 

(Maximum II2G)

Important features: These fans can operate daily to ensure 

the safe removal of certified gases from the working area 

Circular Duct Fans
Function: Fans with circular duct con-

nection that can attach directly onto a 

circular ducting system

Use: Typically used in commercial or 

light industrial applications

Installation: Mounted directly onto the duct system with differ-

ent attachment accessories to choose from

Size: Ø100-630 mm

Important features: Can maximise the tightness class 

enjoyed on circular duct systems

Roof Fans
Function: Fans with rectangular or 

circular duct connection that are located 

on the roof of a building or plant room

Use: Typically used in commercial or 

light industrial applications

Installation: Mounted on a roof top on a number of different 

roof types and profiles

Important features: Can be important when mechanical 

sound within a building is an issue

Axial Fans
Function: Fans designed for high 

airflows with smaller pressure develop-

ment needs.

Use: Typically used in industrial  

applications

Installation: Mounted directly onto the duct system with differ-

ent attachment accessories to choose from or in a free blowing 

application mounted directly onto a wall 

Important features: Can maximise the airflows in low pres-

sure development requirements

Rectangular Duct 
Fans
Function: Fans with rectangular duct 

connection that can attach directly onto 

a rectangular ducting system

Use: Typically used in commercial or 

light industrial applications

Installation: Mounted directly onto the duct system with differ-

ent attachment accessories to choose from

Important features: Can maximise the airflows where work-

ing height is a problem

Smoke Evacuation 
Fans
Function: Fans designed and certified 

to perform at a given temperature to 

safely remove smoke from within a fire 

zone

Use: Typically used in commercial & industrial applications

Installation: Depending on the need or certification require-

ments, these fans can be mounted in or outside the fire zone

Important features: These fans can operate at a daily work-

ing temperate, and then in the event of a fire, can operate up to 

400deg C for 2hours
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Corrosion Resistant 
Fans
Function: To extract from areas where 

chemicals or highly corrosive sub-

stances are present 

Use: Typically used in industrial / labo-

ratory applications

Installation: Depending on the need or certification require-

ments, these fans can be mounted in a large amount of environ-

ments

Important features: These fans can provide a very long 

working life and are resistant to a large amount of corrosive 

environments

Domestic Fans
Function: Fans with flexible installation 

options that may not require any ducting 

network

Use: Typically used in light commercial 

or residential applications

Installation: Depending on the function, these fans can be 

mounted directly onto a wall fr maximum flexibility or into a small 

ducting network

Important features: These fans can provide fresh air to inac-

cessible parts of the home, with a very low installation cost

Nather Assortment
Function: To provide unique ventilation 

solutions to the end user

Use: Typically used in light commercial  

or residential applications

Installation: These products offer a 

wide amount of installation options 

Important features: These products 

are very unique and offer a competitive 

ventilation solution in a given application
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Product overview accessories

Mechanical  
accessories
Function: To aid in the process of 

installation

Use: Typically used in all applications

Installation: Depending on the need 

or installation obstacles, these accessories can make the life of 

an installer a lot easier

Important features: These accessories are designed to work 

seamlessly with our fans

Electrical  
accessories
Function: To give maximum capability and flexibility of use

Use: Typically used in all applications

Installation: Depending on the need or design requirements 

these accessories can give the end user, maximum capability of 

the fan

Important features: These accessories are designed to work 

seamlessly with our fans
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Code Family Model RPM Grades

252302111 SHAFT BV-BVC12/12 - -

721001131 MOTOR 0,37kW T4 B3 230/400V - -

712933225 BEARING BV-12/15/18 - -

252309383 TURBINE PA6 BV12/12 - -

252309421 CASING BV 12/12 - -

252308492 BOX BOX BV 12/12 - -

731128702 BELT SPZX1287 - -

731131202 BELT SPZX1312 - -

731131202 BELT SPZX1312 - -

731126202 BELT SPZX1262 - -

731126202 BELT SPZX1262 - -

732009001 PULLEY SPZ90-1 ( 1210 ) - -

732009501 PULLEY SPZ95-1 ( 1210 ) - -

732010001 PULLEY SPZ100-1 ( 1210 ) - -

732009501 PULLEY SPZ95-1 ( 1210 ) - -

732010001 PULLEY SPZ100-1 ( 1210 ) - -

732018001 PULLEY SPZ180-1 ( 1610 ) - -

732018001 PULLEY SPZ180-1 ( 1610 ) - -

732018001 PULLEY SPZ180-1 ( 1610 ) - -

732016001 PULLEY SPZ160-1 ( 1610 ) - -

732016001 PULLEY SPZ160-1 ( 1610 ) - -

733161025 TAPER 1610D25 - -

733161025 TAPER 1610D25 - -

733161025 TAPER 1610D25 - -

733161025 TAPER 1610D25 - -

733161025 TAPER 1610D25 - -

733121014 TAPER 1210D14 - -

733121014 TAPER 1210D14 - -

733121014 TAPER 1210D14 - -

733121014 TAPER 1210D14 - -

733121014 TAPER 1210D14 - -
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FLANGE WITH BIRD GUARD
VIS IN 12

ACCESSORY TO CONNECT BOXES
RFO 4 (OUT 12/12)

ACCESSORY TO CONNECT BOXES
RFO 15 (IN BOX DD/BD 12/12)

FRECUENCY SPEED CONTROLLER
FSCD M 0,75kW

FRECUENCY SPEED CONTROLLER
FSCD T 0,55kW

  SPARE PARTS
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  DIMENSIONS

Dimensions (mm)

A 650 B 650 C 868 D 418 E 359

F 78 H 211 I 576 J 500 K 65

L 83 M 23 N 27

  WIRING DIAGRAM

  ACCESSORIES

SAFETY SWITCH
ISOSW 6,5 1V

OUTLET GRAVITY SHUTTER
GS FIRE 33/33 (12/12)

INLET BLIND COVER
ISO 9

INLET/OUTLET ROUND COVER
SFFO 4 (OUT)

FLANGE WITH BIRD GUARD
VIS OUT 12

INLET/OUTLET ROUND COVER
SFFO 15 (IN)
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  TECHNICAL DATA

Fan

RPM 700 Approx. weight 69.00 kg Max. Flow 4500 m3/h

Motor

Power 0,37 kW motor_rpm 1400 imax_230 1,86 A

imax_400 1,07 A Size 71 Approx. weight 6.2 kg

  ERP DATA
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Fan data sheet

Fan type Unit for non-residential ventilation (LOT 6)

Typology Unidirectional

reports.other None

Type of driver None

Motor power (kW) 0,37

Fan values
ERP Requirements

2016

Max. efficiency (%) 38 28.47

reports..recovery -

Pabs (kW) 0.349

reports.flow (m3/h) 2835.82

Static pressure (Pa) 130.95

Speed (m/s) 5.2

SFP (W/m3/s) 442.59

  ACOUSTIC DATA
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Sound power

63 Hz 52

125 Hz 54

250 Hz 57

500 Hz 58

1000 Hz 63

2000 Hz 63

4000 Hz 53

8000 Hz 47

TOTAL 65

Sound pressure 1.5 metre (in)

63 Hz 38

125 Hz 40

250 Hz 43

500 Hz 44

1000 Hz 49

2000 Hz 49

4000 Hz 39

8000 Hz 33

TOTAL 53
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BD BOX 12/12 0,37kW

  GENERAL DATA

BELT DRIVEN CENTRIFUGAL IN SOUNDPROOF CABINET

MANUFACTURING FEATURES:

• Impellers made of polyamide reinforced with fiberglass up to size 12/12 (33/33). The rest of models
are made of galvanized steel sheet.
• BD, BDC, BDP range fans assembles in soundproof cabinets with thermo-acoustic elastomer
insulation, M1 fire resistance.
• Fan assembled on antivibration mountings.
• Supplied with motor, pulleys and belts.
• Connection gland included.
.•Squirrel cage asynchronous standard motor, IP-55 protection and rated class F insulation. Standard
voltages 230/400V 50Hz for three phase motors up to 4kW and 400/690V 50Hz for higher powers.

APPLICATIONS:

Designed for inline installation, indoor or outdoor assembly, they are suitable for:
• Air renewal in buildings and industries.
• Industrial and professional kitchen hoods.
• Maximum working temperature: 60ºC.

UNDER REQUEST:
• 60Hz fans and special voltages.
• 2 SPEED MOTORS.
• Impellers made of galvanised steel sheet.
• LG0 position.

  PERFORMANCE CURVE
20ºC 0m 1.2 Kg/m3
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Design point

Flow (m3/h) 2000

Pressure (Pa) 15.3

Service point

RPM 750

T.max (ºC) 60

Q (m3/h) 2097.32

Ps (Pa) 164.81

Pd (Pa) 8.86

Pt (Pa) 173.67

Speed (m/s) 3.84

Efficiency (%) 40.542

Pabs (kW)* 20ºC 0.31

* 1.2 Kg/m3
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Report from Lindab  
Fan Selection Tool.

We understand that stakeholders want to see specific selection 

and results criteria based on their individual application needs. 

That’s why at Lindab we have developed our simple and easy to 

use Fan Selection Tool for industrial fans. Not only is it a simple 

to use tool for quick selections, it also can produce high quality 

reports and comparison results, perfect for supporting your 

client from design stage right through to completion stage of a 

project. 

The tool allows the user to select fans by specific flow and pressure or 

by category of fan. It also has an option that allows the user compare 

multiple fans, to decide what is better for your clients application. 

It also hosts all the data sheets, certificates and declarations for 

each model, along with wiring details, dimensions, curves, sound 

spectrums, accessories & spare parts. The complete fan tool for any 

application.

Check out this along with other Lindab quick selection tools on 

www.lindQST.com



www.lindab.com

At Lindab, good thinking is a philosophy that gui-

des us in everything we do. We have made it our 

mission to create a healthy indoor climate – and 

to simplify the construction of sustainable buil-

dings. We do that by designing innovative pro-

ducts and solutions that are easy to use, as well 

as offering efficient availability and logistics. We 

are also working on ways to reduce our impact on 

our environment and climate. We do that by de-

veloping methods to produce our solutions using 

a minimum of energy and natural resources, and 

by reducing negative effects on the environment.  

We use steel in our products. It’s one of few materi-

als that can be recycled an infinite number of times 

without losing any of its properties. That means 

less carbon emissions in nature and less energy 

wasted. 

We simplify construction


